19(oat) -H> (xx)| <¡ *\x* -xx I whenever a<x1<b, a<xg<b. This note is concerned with the question of approximating f(x) by means of a function of the family 0. The discussion is deliberately restricted in scope, for the sake of illustrating the leading ideas with the greatest practicable simplicity. It could be generalized, to a greater or less extent, in any one of a number of different directions.
2. Existence and uniqueness of the approximating function according to the criterion of least with powers, m>l.
Let q> (x) be an arbitrary function of the family 0. Such a function will be called for brevity "a function q>". Let m be a given constant >■ 1. Attention will be directed first to the minimizing of the integral 6 Ô = j \f(x) -(p(x)\mdx. a As <p ranges over the family 0, the value of ô has a lower limit y ¡> 0. It will be shown that there is one and just one function q> for which d attains the value y. It is understood that the function f(x) and the constants X and m are held fast.
If f(x) itself belongs to 0, the value of y is evidently zero, attained by taking (p =/, and by no other choice of a>. If / is not a function q>, let ex, et,..., ek, . .. be a set of positive numbers approaching zero, and for each value of k let <pic be a function <j> for which (1) d<y + n.
[July It may be assumed without loss of generality that (2) tx<<pli(x)<M throughout (a, 6), where fi and M are the minimum and the maximum of f(x) in the interval. For if this is not the case originally, a function xp'u, belonging to ®, and satisfying the condition (1), can be defined by taking xp'k = xpu when p<fkt^M,xj>'k = p> when xpk^fi, and xp'k-M when opk ;> M. The functions xpk will be considered chosen so that (2) is fulfilled. Then, being uniformly bounded (because of (2)) and equally continuous (by the definition of ®), they form a sequence to which the theorem of Ascoli and Arzelà may be applied. There will be a sub-sequence among them which approaches uniformly a limit t(x). It is recognized immediately that the uniform limit of a sequence of functions op is a function op. On the other hand, the values of ä corresponding to a uniformly convergent sequence of functions y approach the value of ô corresponding to the limiting function of the sequence. As the limit oi ô for the sequence (y/c), or any sub-sequence chosen from it, is y, because of (1), it appears that t(x) is a function of the family ®, for which* b I \f-*\mdx = y. a Such a function will be called briefly an approximating function for f(x), corresponding to the parameters A and m. Suppose tx and r2 are two functions y, for each of which ô = y. Let «s = i(*i + *a)-Then r8 is also a function f. Furthermore, /-r" = i [(/-*i) + (/-**)L and \f-ny»^U\f-*&>+\f-ttp], the relation being an actual inequality at any point where »í^*»-So if rx and r2 are not identical, the value of d corresponding to ts is less than y, which is impossible. This proves the uniqueness of the approximating function t.
The approximating function for given X and m will be denoted henceforth by fXm (#)• instead of t(x).
* Somewhat more directly, the existence of a minimum follows almost immediately from a well known theorem in the theory of functions of lines.
The above discussion has assumed that m > 1. The proof of the existence of at least one approximating function applies Avithout change, if O <c m < 1. Examples shoAV* that Avhen m < 1 there may be more than one approximating function for a given value of m. In the limiting case m = 1, the approximating function is unique once more, though a modified form of demonstration is required.
Suppose, if possible, that xx and c3 are two distinct approximating functions corresponding to the exponent m == 1, and let t3 = £(r, +r2). It is still true that l/-*»l<HI/-*il+l/-*«IL but the equality sign is not necessarily ruled out. even at points where tx ^ v%. The relation would be an inequality, however, and a contradiction would result, if /-vx and /-x% were to take on opposite signs at any point. It must be assumed that (/-tx)(f-r,) > O throughout (a, 6) . This being the case, let a function t4 he defined at each point of (a, 6) as equal to rx or t2, according as \f-rx | <j or > \f-r81. Then rt is continuous, belongs to the family 0, and gives a better approximation, according to the exponent m = 1, than either tx or ts, under the assumption that the latter functions are not identical. Thus a contradiction is obtained in the present circumstances.
3. Existence and indeterminacy of the approximating function according to the criterion of least maximum error. For an arbitrary (p, let d be the maximum of \f-(p\ in the interval a<x<b.
The values of d corresponding to the various members of the family CO have a loAver limit > 0, which may be denoted by c. By reasoning altogether parallel to that of the preceding section, it may be shown that there exists a function % in the family 0, for which d actually has the value c.
This function r, however, is not in general uniquely determined. For example, let f(x) = Vx in the interval 0 < x < 1, and let X = 1. Here the value of c can not be less than f. For as x goes from 0 to j, f(x) increases from 0 to \, while no function (p can increase by more than \, so that any (p must differ from/ by at least f either for x = 0 or for x = \. On the other hand, d is actually equal to \ for the function tx (x) -x + ¿, and for the function t2(x) which is equal to x + ~ for 0^x<|(3 + 2V2) and to VHc * E. g., let f(x) be defined for -lgsegl as equal to -1 when «< -t, equal to +1 when x > s, and equal to x¡e when -«<ï£«.
Let À --0, m = -J-. The functions <p are constants. The approximating constant C can not be unique unless C -0, for C and -C give the same value to the integral d. But C = 0 does not give the best approximation, when s is taken arbitrarily small, because Jhe values of ô corresponding to C = 0 and C = f 1 are arbitrarily nenr to 2 and ]/ '¿ respectively.
[July for i(3 -f 2 V2) < x < 1 (the number |(3 + 2 V2) being the larger of the two roots of the equation x + f = Vx), and for infinitely many other functions of the family ®.
The value of c for given A will be denoted by d¿, and any function op for which d -d¿ will be called an approximating function, and represented by the notation t}»; (#)> 4. Convergence for m = oo. Let d¿w represent the maximum of !/(#) -9^,» (oe) | for a < a?< 6. If A is held fast and m is allowed to become infinite, it will be shown that (3) lim dkm = dA.
As the functions xpxm, for fixed A, are uniformly bounded* and equally continuous, they have one or more limit functions as m becomes infinite, uniformly approached by sequences suitably chosen from among them. When (3) has been established, it will follow that any one of these limit functions is a function d¿i solving the problem of § 3.
To prove (3), let e be an arbitrary positive quantity. Suppose that dim ¿idx + e, for a specified value of m. Let xo be a value of x for which 1/-fXml = di*' By the assumed continuity oif(x), there exists an hx> 0 such that \f(x)-f(^)\<± for | x -xo | < At. On the other hand, \<Vkm^) -xpXm(xo)\<-ŵ hen \x -xo j < «/(4A). Let A be the smaller of the numbers hx and é/(4A). This A is independent of m, though it of course depends on A, which is understood to be held fast throughout the present discussion. For \x -;r0|<A, As the left-hand member of (4) must be less than or equal to the left-hand member of (5), by the definition of <pxm, it must be that h(di+j-)m<(h-a)dt, a relation which ultimately ceases to hold when m becomes indefinitely large. So the assumed relation d;TO > dx + « leads to a contradiction, as soon as m is sufficiently large, and it must be that dxm <d^+s for all values of m from a certain point on. As d¿m>dx throughout, from the definition of dx, the truth of (3) is established.
5. Convergence for X = oo. In the case of the approximating functions of § 3, it is almost immediately evident that* lim ']>x(x) as f(x), uniformly for a<x<?b.
For /(*), by reason of its uniform continuity, can be approximated with any desired accuracy by a continuous single-valued function whose graph is a broken line with a finite number of segments, and any function of this character belongs to the family Cfy as soon as X is sufficiently large, while the definition of d^ requires that its maximum error be not greater than that of any other function in Cfy.
The corresponding problem of convergence for the approximating functions * When the approximating function is not unique, ^ may be any approximating function corresponding to the value of i in question.
[July fÀm> when m is held fast* and A is allowed to become infinite, appears to be somewhat less trivial. Let w(A) be the modulus of continuity of fix), thé maximum of \f(x') -f(x")| for \x' -x" | < A. It ivill be ¿hotvn that lim xphn (x) = fix).
X-»00
uniformly for a<x<b, provided that a positive constant k and a constant a > l/(m 4-1) exist so that «(A) < kha for 0 < A.< 6 -a. It may be assumed without loss of generalityt that a < 1. For the purposes of the proof, it will be convenient to examine more closely the approximation of fix) by means of a broken-line function. Let A have any positive value < 6 -a. Let q(x) be a broken-line function defined by the requirement that it shall coincide with fix) for x = a, a + A, a + 2 A, • • •, a + »A, where n is the greatest integer contained in (6 -a)/A, and shall be equal to/(6)fora; = a4-(n4-l)A.
In any one interval of length A, neither f(x) nor q(x) can change by more than «a(A), and consequently [/(*) -q(x)| £-2t»(A) for a<x<b.
Let A have any value j>fc(6 -a)"-1. For this A, let a number A be determined so that AA = kha, that is, let A = (A/Zc)1/(a_1). The slope of any segment of the graph of the function qix) defined above can not exceed w(A)/A, which is less than or equal to A; qix) belongs to the family ®x, and dx<2a>(h)<2kha.
By reason of the assumption that a <; 1, A will approach zero when A is subsequently allowed to become infinite.
Let xo be avalué of x for which ¡fix) -<Pxm(x)\ attains its maximum value dxm. Let ß be a positive constant, presently to be specified. Let it be assumed for the moment that the right-hand member here is positive or zero; the contrary hypothesis will be considered later, ff ß is held fast, hP will certainly be less than 6 -a, at any rate for values of X that are sufficiently large, and (6) The last relation has been obtained on the assumption that dx,">khaP + kh"^'1, but clearly holds in the contrary case as well. The hypothesis of the theorem to be proAred specifies that « > ll(m + 1); if yî is taken equal to ml(m+ 1), all three of the exponents on the right are positive, the entire right-hand member approaches zero as X becomes infinite, and the uniform convergence of (pxm(x) to the value of f(x) is proved.
It is perhaps superfluous here to attempt further refinement of the sufficient condition that has been obtained for convergence, as it seems unlikely that the present method would ever yield anything even remotely approaching a necessary condition.
6. A property of the approximating functions (pXm. In conclusion, a property will be pointed out Avhich in some degree, though by no means completely, characterizes the functions (pxm. Roughly expressed, the observation is that tfxm, in order to hold its title of approximating function, must make the utmost possible use of such freedom of oscillation as is left to it by the Lipschitz condition defining the family 0A, Avherever it does not attain coincidence with/(r).
To begin with a simple case, suppose m = 2, and suppose, if possible, that there is a constant A'< A, such that the quotient Ixpfoixi) -xp^ (xx ) \ I \ xt -a\ \ is less than or equal to A' throughout (a, 6). Let 8(x) be an arbitrary function for which the corresponding quotient never exceeds unity. Then, if r is a sufficiently small quantity, <pÀ2ix) + rOix) belongs to ®x, and for r^O can not give so good an approximation as <p¿2ix), according to the integral of the square of the error. Let
Since dir) must have a minimum for ;• == 0, it must be that d'(0) -0.
that is,
This relation must hold for every function e(x) which satisfies a Lipschitz condition with coefficient 1. But a 6 can be chosen to violate it, if there is a point in (a, 6) at which /-op^ ^ 0. So the approximating function xpX2 (x) can not satisfy a Lipschitz condition with coefficient smaller than A, unless it is identical with/(a;) throughout. More generally, it would be easy to show, by an argument similar in character though different to some extent in detail, that if m has any value >0, if Xo is any value of a; in (a, 6) for which/-xpÀm 4= 0, and if (a', b') is any interval containing xo as interior or end point, the quotient IfXmi^)-fAm (*i)|/ks-Zi\ must take on values arbitrarily near to A in (a', 6'). The underlying fact, however, appears to be that contained in the following somewhat less elementary theorem:
Let Ex be the set of points in (a, b) ivhere xpXni (x) = fix), E2 the set where xpxm has a derivative equal to ± A, and E0 the set ivhere neither of these conditions is satisfied. Then the set E0 is of measure zero.
As op^ is absolutely continuous,* it is known at the outset that it has a derivative almost everywhere. Assume that the theorem is not true, that is, * Cf., e. g., de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de Lebesgue, Paris, 1916, pp. 76 ff. that m E0 > 0. Let (p\m be equal to the derivative of q>xm where the derivative exists, and equal to zero elsewhere. There must be a positive number t¡ such that mEt^O, if Ea consists of those points of E0 at which \f-(pim\~>-ij. Let Et and Et be the parts of E3 where /-(Pxm>rl and/-tpxm<-1¡ respectively. At least one of these sets must have a measure greater than zero, and it may be assumed for definiteness that m Et > 0. The set of all points where /-(pxm > y is an open set (since the difference in question is a continuous function of x), and consists of a finite number or an enumerable infinity of open intervals. There must be at least one of these intervals which by itself contains a part of Et of measure greater than zero. Let (a', b') be such an interval, and let Et be the part of £3 contained in (a', b'). Let e'(x) be a function equal to X -|^ot(íc)| (and therefore positive) at the points of E4, and equal to zero everywhere else, and let
the integral being taken in the sense of Lebesgue, if necessary. Then 8(x) is identically zero for a < x < a', increases to a positive value A for a; = V (since it is the integral of a function which is never negative, and which is actually positive throughout a set of positive measure between a' and 6') and is constantly equal to A for b'< x < b. Being continuous, 6 must take on the value ^ A for at least one point x -c' between a' and 6'. Let
Oi(x) = e' (x) for a < x <, c', ß[(x) = -ß'(x) for t'<x< 6, and let
The new function 6X (x), likewise continuous, is identically zero for a<x<a' and for 6' <|x ^ °, is never negative, and is actually positive for x -c, and hence throughout some interval contained between a' and 6'. At the same time, | 6[ \ < A, and | 6X | < A (6 -a), throughout («, 6). If r is chosen to satisfy the requirements 0 < r < 1, r < = A (6 -a) '
it is certain that/-fXm -re, is identical with/-fXm for a < x <, a' and for 6' <] íc <! 6, chat n</"-^*-»-ffi <f-n» throughout the interior of (a', 6'), and that the last relation is an actual inequality at the point x = c' and throughout an interval containing this point. This means that the function xpXm-\-r61, belonging to ®x, gives a smaller value to the integral d than the function <pXm, and the contradiction which was needed to establish the theorem has been obtained. university of minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
